
A better view on life -Part 2

“ The basis of biology is a viscous substance and its properties, which comes from 
water and is quite different from liquid water.” **

“PI water - and a new theory of life “

“A discovery in 1986 by Dr Peter Augustin explains the increase in energy in the PI 
water process.
Dr Augustin recognised that the membrane, which forms the surface tension on the 
water, is rich in energy and has the basic properties of life. It contracts and can also 
expand again, i.e. grow.”

“ Dr Augustin recognised that the surface tension membrane consists of a different 
substance than liquid water. Only fat-soluble substances dissolve in it, whereas only 
water-soluble substances dissolve in liquid water. By determining the density, the 
quotient of volume and mass, he found that this substance has the density of about 
1.4 kg per litre.

“ Water gives rise to a previously overlooked or misinterpreted substance that itself 

possesses the basic properties of life: Contraction, growth and information absorption, 
storage, processing and release. 

And: It has been technically possible to produce this energy rich  substance. 
This substance is the building, energy and information substance of life. Tissue and 
cells consist of this substance.

In the fringes of water, this substance is formed, which is quite different from liquid 
water. There is evidence that all the elements and molecules found in water, earth, 
stars and biology are created in this substance. 
The Greek word for edge is PI. The Japanese discoverers of the processes of how 
nature and biology energises water referred to the energised water as PI water. The 
German explorer referred to the elementary substance that arises from water, from 
which life is made and derives its primary energy, as Urstoff des Lebens [primary 
matter of life]. In the Sumerian language, PI means life energy. 



The discovery of the elementary substance and the processes of how life produces 
this substance from water enables new ideas about life: 
How life materialises out of water and that everything that exists is connected and 
interacts energetically, spiritually and materially.”

Source: https://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/pi-water-understanding-water-
recognising-life.pdf

“Dr Peter Augustin , showed him ( Dr Lanka) our cells are not filled with water and a 
membrane, that is completely misleading . 
The tissues are living , are out of a substance  Aristotle called the ether. 
This is the ‘substance water ‘is building where water has contact with everything, with 
gas , with the atmosphere , the surrounding , with something dissolved in it and with 
itself when is in a vortex.*

The primordial substance , wrongly termed  the 4th phase of water as it is a 
substance on its own .
 Everything is originating out of this substance and going back into this substance. Out 
of the water and back into the water - Thales of Miletus  was teaching. *
https://headfuq.wordpress.com/2017/08/16/everything-stems-from-water-thales-of-
miletus/

This is what the  atom theory does not allow us to imagine . 
( Democritus and Epicurus came up with the atom theory around  2500  years ago ,  
that all starts with an atom were criticised  as where does the atom and the energy 
force come from?

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/atomism-ancient/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/democritus/
Atomism- https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomism -“ The ancient Greek atomists 

theorized that nature consists of two fundamental principles: atom and void.”

“ D. I. Mendeleev was one of the last world-famous Russian scientists of the 
late 19th century, who defended the idea of ether as a global substantial 
entity in world science,”

https://www.soulask.com/why-hide-ether-from-mendeleevs-periodic-table/



“We have a sudden split in our imagination that we cannot think that the  principle in 
the big is the principle of the smallest. 
We have a mental break that is a severe slash-back for our civilisation causing wars , 
believing in the bad , having problems seeing   god/  the ‘field ‘ .
If we have no feeling that matter which we touch ,  which we feel when we swim, when 
we breathe. This is what the Indians call prana  , Chinese call chi .
This is what the nerve cells are transporting, this quick energy we consist out off. 
This is the reason we see the Hamerische  circles in the brain with the trauma acting 
up upon us in a split second , on the psyche , brain organ level , it must go through this 
primordial substance.
In the atom theory you cannot see it, it is a blocking, it is a mental castration of human 
kind. The principle as in the big , so in the small is not possible in the atom theory.*

We cannot feel as one if we feel we live in a vacuum.
We do not start where it seems because we have to breath this energy input/ output 
every second and we are eventually  going to die  , it means we are part of everything . 

And it will not even start with the sun , we are connected with this substances.
Aristotle  called it ether  ,where everything , every form of energy and every form of 
radiation  is originating from.  It transports  information.
We have the building substance of life, the energy substance and the information 
substance of life all in one. - PI water.
Ether/ elementary substance - all elements are going out of it and going back into it , 
it is fatty acid soluble  substance has a density of 1.4 kg/ L .

“ That is what Augustin meant, this information is there and we are connected to an 
entity of energy ,  information and symbioses., what other call love .We are this ocean 
of love and energy and information. If we learn from nature. 
In spiritual circles we call it  bliss , we enter into a state of bliss or ecstasy. This energy 
is driving everybody.  
It is not just the material and darkness , that you live and then die and that is it.
With this finding it brings confidence back in life.
And we are one.” *



If we are inside the cellular theory that every defect is going out, is origination from 
one cell going into another you cannot even accept healing phases, you cannot see it. 
You canot see that you are a field .

Every part of the body has its own function and its own awareness of its function.

-We are a materialisation of a consciousness. 
This gives you back the respect and the faith in life and  meaning in life that you are 
part of a big thing which has a meaning.
-If live in a materialistic thinking - Friedrich   Nietzsche   showed what it meant to him 
if try to imagine that life is completely meaningless and just an aggregation of matter 
that came together by accident  that is going to decay , nothing stays and in the end  
everything is meaningless . 
You can see the madness outside, this is the result if such a perception of life and 
the greediness.
If you think that everything has no meaning, that nothing  stays, all the information , 
what you perceive , what you did , what you had , has no meaning then you act  
accordingly, you act with greed, etc.  It is that chaos  if you  act according to that 
philosophy.” *

⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻⸻

Everything that lives.

Biological life is about maintaining and increasing the flow of energy. All biological 
structures, perception and behaviour serve this goal.

The basis of life is a substance that emerges from water.
This substance is referred to by physics as ice form X and by its discoverer as dense 
water.
This viscous substance is one of four states that water can assume.
This substance, which is energy and at the same time the building and information 
substance of life,
connects all matter, organisms and functions.



Scientific medicine can help because it knows connections and - what is especially 
important - is understood by people.
       
The basis of medicine is biology, which has the same processes in all people and 
organisms. the same processes in all people and organisms.

The basis of biology is a viscous substance and its properties, which comes from 
water and is quite different from liquid water.

The properties of the building substance of life show that symbiosis, autocatalysis
of substances and self-organisation are the foundation of life and health and
not the theo-based hypotheses of neo-Darwinism of struggle, selection, 
degeneration, malignancy.

Knowledge of the four basic functions of life
nutrition, 
protection, 
movement,
contact 

and  characteristics of their tissue types, helps to understand, 
makes connections between 

health, 
disease, 
healing, 
healing crises and obstacles to healing, and, most importantly, 
human behaviour and perception understandable.

https://media2-production.mightynetworks.com/asset/40383733/Everything_that_lives..pdf?

_gl=1*6z6d6c*_ga*MTIzMTkzOTQ4OC4xNjI1NzM1OTcw*_ga_T49FMYQ9FZ*MTY1NDE2NDc1NC45O

DguMS4xNjU0MTY0NzU2LjA.

⸻⸻-



How life becomes visible

Every nucleic acid is producing energy, 
the ocean is full of nucleic acid called virioplankton  , the mass of nucleic acid in 
the ocean is bigger than every known  biomass that we know.

This research was triggered by the isolation of the giant ‘virus’ by Dr Lanka  .

This is the step how life becomes visible for us out of water creating this membrane. 
This is what the nucleic acid is doing is in the first line. The primary task of the nucleic 
acid is to get this surface tension membrane and this energy substance , this building 
substance  out  of the liquid water . We need water for life.
The highest concentration of nucleic acid you find always in the body where you 
transfer liquid water into this substance , you find it in the kidney, in the Hamerische 
Schlaufe .

You get a deeper view on life how everything is meaningful and everything is there to 
keep the flow of energy upright, the chi , the prana, the basic substance 
The first book by Dr Peter Augustin was on “The being of humankind and its history 
reflected in the water surface.” *

⸻⸺-

The first steps of life

1. 1950 American and Russian scientists prove that the molecules of life, RNA, 
proteins and carbohydrates are created from inanimate matter. 

“Miller-Urey experiment
Stanley Miller and Harold Urey tested the first step of the Oparin-Haldane hypothesis by 
investigating the formation of organic molecules from inorganic compounds. Their 1950s 
experiment produced a number of organic molecules, including amino acids, that are made 
and used by living cells to grow and replicate.”
(https://bioprinciples.biosci.gatech.edu/module-1-evolution/origin-of-life/)



2. The resulting RNA is able to 
carry out metabolism, 
to multiply itself, 
to produce DNA in order to draw dense water from liquid water. This is the primary 
task of DNA.

3.First complex structures of biological life 
-bacteria develop 
-consist of circular DNA surrounded by proteins and
-all bacteria have circular DNA.

In harsh environments 
Bacteria can change back into original structures- spores.
In very  rapid distress  have no time to form spores, form mini-spores .

In this form bacteria can  become immortal, if wet with a film of dense water they come 
to life again.
In highly specialised bacteria , these small original structures ( spores) merge with 
other bacteria in order to gain energy and to maintain cohesion.

“ All microbes which are said to be dangerous have a positive function in life  , in 
healing processes 
-Bacteria  build mini-spores in an emergency reaction  ( eg. fever or if put bacterial 
cultures under heat or radiation )as they  do not have time to build spores 
In reality , the mini-spores   are the building blocks of life. When life disintegrates , they 
get smaller and can rebuild itself step by step, not as quick as a real  spore.”*

Bacteria  can change and adapt to the most diverse situations
They seek cohesion among themselves and can merge with each other, 
To isolate them in the laboratory and speak of different species,  distorts the view 
of reality.

Bacteria constantly interact and fuse with our white blood cells and with all other cells 
in our body, not only in the intestine. 
Bacteria are found in all cells that make up humans, animals, plants and fungi. In 
addition, 
There  are also countless single-celled organisms that also consist of bacteria. Many 
of them live in our bodies or occur in them as spores.”



Some bacteria that live in colonies specialise - form organ functions with the colony 
eg. in human tissues - organelles.
The principle of Cohesion - bacteria specialise and unite developing  complex 
structures ie. cells , tissues organs  capable of its own metabolism , the membranes 
are held together by dense water.

The basis of life is cohesion.
Fighting and mutual eating are not seen at the level of bacteria.
Fragile  bacteria grown in the laboratory have weak metabolism so  when they come 
into contact with original structures from other bacteria, their metabolism is 
overwhelmed and they collapse. 
These original structure are called phages ( from eating) and have been used as the 
model for the existence of viruses.

“ Self - deception- the virus theory is a mental construct based on false  concepts , 
misinterpretations and materialistic understanding of biology 

Because someone thought how can we replicate a virus if we do not know how it looks. 
They  oriented on bacteriophages and minispores which one can see inside the host in 
great number . You take them, isolate them  directly . 
After every isolation you see there is the same amount of protein in the mini-spore.
 In every type of bacteriophage and giant ‘virus’ ( minispore) you see a nucleic acid of 
a given size, always the same size, always the same structure, always the same 
sequence.
But not in human virology and animal virology . 
The model used has never been real but a mental  construct. They are self full -filling 
their own models and they orient  themselves  on bacteriophages of bacteria.

The notion that they were able to find virus in blood or body fluid , never,  ever. 
-they never did a biochemical analysis.
-no control experiments

-They are not honest , they should tell the public that they never, ever found 
something in the human being, in the blood, in the liquid , never found the genetic 
material .” *



———————

"Kingdoms  of life"

“So far there are 3 "kingdoms of life"
1. Primordial bacteria/archebacteria
2.  (real) bacteria
3. Eukaryotes (unicellular and multicellular organisms with a "real" cell nucleus)
4. Virologists working with giant viruses demand the recognition of a fourth kingdom 

of life because they have measured metabolic activities and observable self-
organization and enlargement of the genome and increase in metabolic capacity 
in giant viruses (=virioplankton).

Giant viruses and phages and the serious difference to the alleged pathogenic viruses 
In isolated form, "phages" and "giant viruses" (bionts) can be photographed quickly 
and easily in large numbers under the electron microscope and their degree of purity 
can be documented from this alone. 
The isolation and the photographing of isolated and characterized structures has 
not been successful and documented to this day in any of the alleged pathogenic 
viruses - neither in humans, nor animals, nor plants - or in their fluids such as 
blood, semen, saliva, etc.”

“The sequence of events between 1951 and December 10, 1954 makes it clear why 
and for what reason the virologists have completely lost themselves in a completely 
unrealistic and dangerous anti-scientific attitude. After medical virology was settled in 
1951 through control experiments [7],

The virologists were and are still forced to this day to mentally and graphically 
assemble individual components from supposedly "virally" diseased tissue into 
viruses and to pretend these mental products to themselves and the public as 
existing viruses!!”

“New and ever more astonishing "giant viruses" with ever more astonishing properties 
are constantly being found and more and more evidence is being created that bacteria 



and microorganisms, amoebas and protozoa arise from "giant viruses". Which they 
transform back into when their optimal living conditions are no longer met.

Giant viruses apparently arise from and around nucleic acids that display catalytic 
activities, ie.  they  independently release energy, synthesize further nucleic acids, 
other molecules and substances and thus constantly generate new properties and 
abilities.

This is only a fraction of many reasons why these structures have absolutely nothing to 
do with the alleged pathogenic viruses.

These structures have been clearly sequenced and can be isolated, in complete 
contrast to the alleged pathogenic viruses.

I think this more than makes it clear where the difference lies between the really 
existing giant viruses and phages (actually bionts) and the non-existent and never 
proven pathogenic viruses.

Giant viruses and phages exist but are not disease-causing structures, while the 
viruses claimed to be disease-causing do not exist.

Breaking away from the classic good-bad thought pattern is definitely not easy. But 
this is probably the only way to actually track down the mysteries of life.”

Source: https://telegra.ph/Antwort-auf-die-Frage-des-Corona-Ausschusses-und-
Prof-Ulrike-Kämmerer-zur-Publikation-von-Stefan-Lanka-03-12
google translate 

—————-
Other main sources- extracts, quotes, paraphrasing

* STEFAN LANKA - ILSEDORA LAKER: BIOLOGY AFTER HAMER 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/r2ugAzuJhBfM/

** https://wissenschafftplus.de/cms/de/magazin.  

https://wissenschafftplus.de/


